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Questions for discussion:

1. How are member States financing their SDGs implementation? What are the opportunities, gaps and challenges, and how can the SDGs be integrated in the budget process?

2. How to enhance the sustainable development impact of existing and future additional resources?

3. What are some innovative approaches to financing? How can the UN system support member States in these efforts?
How are member States financing their SDGs implementation? What are the opportunities, gaps and challenges, and how can the SDGs be integrated in the budget process?

- Mainstream SDG considerations across government
- Enabling frameworks for investment and deployment of domestic resources
- All of economy approaches working closely with business
How to enhance the sustainable development impact of existing and future resources?

- Develop and deploy a common language to define, track and communicate shared value
- Inclusive multilateralism
What are some innovative approaches to financing? How can the UN system support member States in these efforts?

- Continue business dialogue with multilateral and regional institutions on front lines of international economies and markets – WTO, UNCTAD, APEC, and UN Environment’s Green Economy Initiative, among others

- Outcomes in UNFCCC (Article 6) and CBD (Valuing and Deploying Nature-Based Solutions)
Thank you!